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Summary & Objective

● Objective: internet users learn that they can, and how, to contribute to Wikipedia. 
Are prompted to begin contributing and to create an account to have access to 
features designed to simplify the first edits and learning process.

● Hypothesis: if we invite donors who said they want to learn to edit Wikipedia to 
create accounts, and we provide an easy entry experience, they will try editing and 
will contribute in a constructive way.

● Action: sent ‘invitation to become an editor’ email to recent donors in LATAM 
countries who indicated in a post-donation survey that they would like to learn 
about editing. Directed them to the Growth features.

https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Special:MyLanguage/Growth/Feature_summary


Emails
● WMF fundraising campaign took place April 15 - June 7 2021 in LATAM countries.

● A subset of donors took a post-donation survey, and a subset of those indicated 
they would be interested in learning about editing.

● Discussed in advance with relevant affiliates [AR, CL, CO, MX, PE, UY & BR], 
and on relevant Wikipedias (Es, Pt).

● On July 19:

○ Sent 4,517 emails to Spanish Wikipedia donors in several countries.

○ Sent 1,141 emails to Portuguese Wikipedia donors in Brazil.

https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Caf%C3%A9/Portal/Archivo/Miscel%C3%A1nea/2021/07#Experimento_de_correo_electr%C3%B3nico_en_algunos_pa%C3%ADses_latinoamericanos_la_pr%C3%B3xima_semana
https://pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikip%C3%A9dia:Esplanada/geral/Experi%C3%AAncia_por_e-mail_em_alguns_pa%C3%ADses_sul-americanos_na_pr%C3%B3xima_semana_(13jul2021)


Experience: receive email

Note: Email text and 
Wikipedia destination was 
in the language where the 
donor originally donated 
from (es or pt)

Donors received an email 
thanking them for their 
contribution and encouraging 
them to create an account on 
Wikipedia.



Experience: landing page

Note: Email text and Wikipedia 
destination was language 
where the donor originally 
donated from (es or pt)

The email led them to a 
special “Create account” 
landing page that continues 
to acknowledge them as a 
donor.



Experience: newcomer homepage

Note: Email text and 
Wikipedia destination was 
language where the donor 
originally donated from (es 
or pt)

After account 
creation, users were 
brought to the 
newcomer 
homepage, which 
contains suggestions 
for easy edits to get 
started.

https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Special:MyLanguage/Growth/Feature_summary
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Special:MyLanguage/Growth/Feature_summary


Topline results

● Account creation rate was lower 
than our goal: 3% vs. 5%

● Constructive activation rate was 
lower than our goal (organic 
newcomers): 17% vs. 27%

● Large drop-off from open / click?

● Large drop-off from click / accounts?

Emails sent

Opened

Clicked

Accounts

Constructive 
activation

100%     |     100%

35%     |     35%

5.8%     |     17%

3.0%     |     51%

0.05%     |     17%

Percent of emails     |     Percent of preceding level

Notes: “clicked” rate is approximated by unique IP 
visits to the landing page. “Constructive activation” is 
making an unreverted edit within 24 hours of 
registration.



Topline funnel
Wiki Spanish Portuguese Total Goal

Emails sent 4,517 (100%) 1,141 (100%) 5,658 (100%)

Opened 1538 (34%) 455 (40%)  1,993 (35%)

Clicked 263 (5.8%) 67 (5.9%) 330 (5.8%)

Accounts 131 (2.9%) 36 (3.2%) 167 (3.0%)  283 (5%)

Constructive activation 
(percent of accounts)

22 (17%) 7 (19%) 29 (17%) 45 (27%)

Edits 163 12 175



Initial analysis
● Compared to normal fundraising email campaigns this email was opened less often, but recipients 

did not perceive it as spam. 

● Although recipients had recently said they were interested in contributing, fewer than expected 
responded to the direct invitation and completed a suggested edit. Future version of this 
experiment ought to have more granular statistics of the ‘funnel’ and where people might be 
having difficulty.  

● The activation rate was lower than for organic account creations.  This may be because many 
organic account creators are motivated to add (or improve) specific content when they see a 
mistake/omission or have a specific piece of information they are motivated enough to want to 
share.  Whereas those we emailed did not have a specific objective in mind.

● A future experiment might place the “call to action” to create an account on a post-donation 
“thank you” page, so that donors see it immediately, instead of receiving an email days or weeks 
later. We may also want to design for donors who already have accounts. 



Appendix



Click-through Rate
Wiki Emails Visitors CTR

Portuguese 1,108 67 6.0%

Spanish 4,479 263 5.9%

5,587 330 5.9%

● Visitors are estimated based on daily unique IPs visiting the landing page split by desktop/mobile web.



CTR – Registrations
Wiki Platform Visitors Registrations Reg. rate

Portuguese Desktop 43 21 48.8%

Mobile 24 15 62.5%

Spanish Desktop 191 94 49.2%

Mobile 72 37 51.4%

330 167 50.6%



Activation – Full Split
Wiki Platform Registrations Activations Act. Rate

Portuguese Desktop 21 5 23.8%

Mobile 15 2 13.3%

Spanish Desktop 94 18 19.1%

Mobile 37 4 10.8%

167 29 17.4%


